Precinct 69, vol. 3
Carlos Jimenez

Summary
It's another shift for the cops at Precinct 69. These policemen and women aren't just hot under the collar- they are ready to bust out of their uniforms and have an insatiable hunger for action. One lady-cop gets her pulsating action as she dishes her own brand of punishment to a burglar who is caught with his pants down. And what do cops do while they are waiting for the right moment to issue an arrest warrant? Well, first a quickie. You will be begging to get arrested by these detectives.

Contributor Bio
Carlos Jimenez is a comics artist residing in Spain.

The Complete Peanut Butter, set of vols. 1-8
The Diary of Molly Fredrickson
Cornell Clarke

Summary
Catch the buzz on one of the hottest college girls in erotic comics and get the complete journal of Molly's extreme naughtiness all in beautifully painted color from graduating high school on up! Collects the entire series.

Contributor Bio
Barbarian Chicks & Demons Set of Vols. 1-6
Hartmann

Summary
These medieval babes are anything but maidenly as they bed warlords and entice powerful demons. All written with smart humor and beautifully painted (even the ogres look good!). Six sexy volumes are collected here for the first time, at a special price.

Contributor Bio
Hartmann is a prominent erotic artist in Spain. He is the author of the Barbarian Chicks and Demons series and his stories have been featured in Eros comics magazine.

Barbarian Chicks & Demons Vol. 7
Hartmann

Summary
From the pages of Sizzle comes the continuation of Barbarian Chicks & Demons. One barbarene gets taken by a savage stone troll, only to find it’s possessed by a horny demon lover; A magic mirror gives a new meaning to being in love with one’s reflection when the reflection materializes into flesh; And an arrogant young apprentice gets a lesson from two sorceresses that he won’t soon forget. A heroic fantasy romp where the busty barbarian babes know how to get cheeky.

Contributor Bio
Hartmann is a prominent erotic artist in Spain. He is the author of the Barbarian Chicks and Demons series and his stories have been featured in Eros comics magazine.
**Our Little Secret**

**Jenna Ellis**

**Summary**

When Sophie Henshall answers an advertisement in the *The Lady* to be the live-in nanny for a New York family, she could never have known just how much her world was about to change. Transported to the Big Apple and thrown into a glamorous world of palatial homes, designer clothes and fast cars, Sophie feels out of her depth and yet excited at what the future holds. Her hosts are flirtatious, irresistibly attractive and Sophie cannot resist the temptations that they put in her way. But all is not as it seems, and the mysterious Parkers have secrets to share. Can she promise not to tell?

**Contributor Bio**

**Jenna Ellis** is a freelance photographer who has lived and worked all over the world. *Our Little Secret* is her first novel.

---

**Bind**

**Sierra Cartwright**

**Summary**

Faced with the potentially overwhelming loss of her family’s fortune, Lara Bertrand turns to the one man who can help her, the gorgeous and powerful Connor Donovan. Only desperation would drive her to make such a risky proposition. After all, she knows all about his ruthless determination to succeed. When classy, elegant Lara walks into his office with an outrageous proposal, Connor is stunned and more than a little intrigued. Ever since he first met her, he’s been attracted to the cool beauty, but she’s more than kept her distance. Connor is willing to help her out—for a price. He not only wants her hand in marriage, but also her total submissive surrender.

**Contributor Bio**

**Sierra Cartwright** is the author of the Bonds series and the Mastered series. She won the 2013 Best BDSM Book of the Year for *Over the Line* and the 2015 Golden Flogger for *Crave*. She was interviewed on the *USA Today* blog and mentioned on the CNN blog for her e-book *Jane Eyre*, an erotic take on the classic. She lives in Galveston, Texas.
**Lust of Us, The Vol. 1**  
Robert Dickman, Charlie Reese Hardlard

**Summary**  
Scarlett and Lexi used to live their comfortable lives resolving every problem with a sexy swagger and a big luscious smile on their faces. But when the world got ravished by a zombie apocalypse, things got harder, especially since this new zombie crowd isn’t all about eating you alive. They want their other primal instinct satisfied too! Now, day after day, Scarlett and Lexi have to give much more than just a smile to survive. And even that might still not be enough! A sex-soaked spoof of the famous horror/survival video game.

**Contributor Bio**  
**Robert Dickman** (b. 1986), writer and co-creator of *The Lust Of Us,* passed the better part of the last decade writing about the LGBT lifestyle in European underground press under various pseudonyms. After working on several short comics with Hardlard, they decided to do their own interpretation of the “monster-romance” genre that has dominated movies recently. *The Lust Of Us* is the result. Robert is happily married to *The Lust Of Us* colorist, Cliff Mouthburn. Charlie Reese Hardlard (b. 1981), artist and co-creator of *The Lust Of Us,* was born in a military base in ex-Yugoslavia and spent his childhood traveling all over Europe with his father, an Army reserve sergeant. He attended various art classes in Italy and started working as a freelance illustrator in 2005. Shortly after, Charlie fell in love with comics and worked with several publishers in Europe before deciding to dedicate himself full time to erotic horror stories. This gave him the possibility to put together all of his favourite elements which are nude chicks, monsters and storytelling.

**Saudek**  
Daniela Mrázková

**Summary**  
Jan Saudek is the most famous living Czech photographer, and simultaneously the most provocative. For over four decades Saudek has created a parallel photographic universe, a two-dimensional home full of longing, peopled with the most extraordinary characters and colored by desire. The timeless strength of his hand-tinted photographs lies in their poetic compositions and their forceful pictorial language, with its overtones of medieval genre pictures and Baroque mythology. Rejecting the traditional beauty in his famous nude photographs, Saudek shows the distinctively different: old women, fat women, children; real people in tableaux vivants that remind us of everything from surreal early movies to fin-de-siecle carnival nights. They exist outside time, a uniquely colored and almost mythical theater of dreams. Covering his debut in the 1950s through his lesser-known work to recent images, this dazzling collection offers us the true “velvet revolution,” fertile and unsettling images from the dreams we might still have.

**Contributor Bio**  
**Daniela Mrázková,** critic and editor of the Czech magazines *Revue fotografie* and *Fotografie-Magazín,* is the author of 16 books on photography published in her own country (Czech Republic) and abroad, and curator of around 50 photography exhibitions. She has been a member of international juries, and has authored film and television documentaries on photography and photographers. She has followed Jan Saudek’s work from the start, and is the author of Saudek’s first Czech monograph, *The Theatre of Life.*
**Shadow and Light, Volume 3**
Parris Quinn

**Summary**
The bestselling stunningly rendered lascivious stories of kink ordinary people get into are back! From recording a wife doing it with a greatly endowed stud found through announcements to a couple revealing to a friend at a party their private vids of her submissive appetites, it’s all about fantasy being realized into steamy reality...

**Contributor Bio**
The erotic alias of a successful landscape and nude painter. The Shadow & Light series has sold over 50,000 copies.

---

**Drawing and Painting the Nude**
* A Course of 50 Lessons
  Philip Tyler

**Summary**
Artists have always been fascinated with portraying the nude: the beauty and nuances of the human figure are endlessly absorbing. This practical and inspirational book celebrates and continues that enduring and beautiful tradition by encouraging you to discover your own talent and style. Philip Tyler looks in detail at the key skills and themes, such as perception, proportion, composition, color, and facture, that the artist needs. He then investigates ideas and styles, and encourages you to interpret the nude so your paintings have those elusive qualities of vitality and relevance, which can turn a painting into a masterpiece.

**Contributor Bio**
Philip Tyler is a practicing artist, who regularly teaches and whose work is sold by Northcote Gallery and Highgate Contemporary Art. He is passionate about painting the figure and has made over 24,000 studies from life.
## On Starry Thighs
### Sensual & Sacred Poetry
Lee Harrington

**Summary**

A titillating assortment of works on the transforming the power of sex and desire

*On Starry Thighs* is a collection of love poetry, lust prose, devotional prayers, and intimate blessings culled from the nearly 20-year career of the internationally known spirituality and sexuality author Lee Harrington. Illustrated by Abby Helasdottir, the collection brings to light a journey of love, loss, faith, self-discovery, hope, desire, and connection through more than 90 original works.

**Contributor Bio**

Lee Harrington is an internationally known spiritual and erotic authenticity educator and an award-winning writer. He is the author of several books, including *Shibari You Can Use* and his poetry has appeared in several anthologies. He lives in Anchorage, Alaska.

---

## The Pinup Project

Jim Silke, Graffito Books

**Summary**

The first curated, reference survey of the state of pinup art among contemporary graphic artists, tattooists, and cartoonists

With more than 100 artists taking part from the U.S., Europe, Australia, Japan, and China, this collection offers an unrivaled look at every different design direction pin-up art has taken since the heady days of Bettie Page. More than 200 images from the best practitioners betray the influences of the greats such as Gil Elvgren and Olivia De Berardinis, but also show new trends, including a revival in 1980s influenced line work in the vein of Patrick Nagel, and of biomech-influenced approaches. Every image is accompanied by a caption detailing artist, name of work, and major influences, making this an invaluable source of information and inspiration for all graphic artists and cartoonists in the genre.

**Contributor Bio**

Allan Graves is a London-based tattooist whose skin art career has seen him embellish bodies in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Ibiza, Berlin, Barcelona, and London. He is the owner of and leading artist at London’s famous Haunted Tattoos. His other books include *Beyond Tattoo, New Blood Tattoo,* and *The Zombook.* Jim Silke is a legendary pinup artist.
My Hundred Lovers
Susan Johnson

Summary
A woman reflects on her life of sensual and sexual experience in an extraordinary, beautiful, and shocking new novel from one of Australia's premier novelists

That afternoon in the small bedroom the light was blue. The curtains were cream and blew softly in the wind. There was a cry, far off, almost out of earshot. There was a man in my bed and I did not know how he got there.

A woman, on the eve of her 50th birthday, reflects on 100 moments from a lifetime's sensual adventures. After the love, hatred, and despair are done with, the great and trivial acts of her bodily life reveal an imperfect, yet whole self. By turns humorous, sharp, haunting, and wise, this is an original and exhilarating novel. Lyrical and exquisite, it captures the sheer wonder of life, desire, and love.

Contributor Bio
Susan Johnson is the author of A Better Woman, The Broken Book, and Hungry Ghosts. She has been shortlisted for the Commonwealth Writers’ Prize, the Miles Franklin Award, the National Biography Award, and many others.

Seven Scarlet Tales
Justine Elyot

Summary
Seven stories, each more sizzling than the next

This brand new collection of linked short stories includes the actress/director of a new production of Kiss Me Kate discovering the fun of a real life "taming," a sizzling BDSM ménage, an innocent's first day at a private fetish club, and a very kinky encounter with a famous screen star.

Contributor Bio
Justine Elyot is the author of The Business of Pleasure and Meeting Her Match.
**Penthouse**  
*45th Anniversary Special Edition Collector's Book*  
Edition Skylight, Dyanna Lauren

**Summary**  
Celebrating 45 years of publication, a compilation of some of the most beautiful women to grace the pages of this iconic magazine

Starting with Jenna Persaud in 1987, this collection covers the most gorgeous Penthouse highlights of the 1990s on, including Amy Lynn Baxter (1990), Alexis Christian (1992), Leslie Glass (1992), Dyanna Lauren (1995), Aria Giovanni (2000), Jenna Jameson (2004), Krista Ayne (2006), Sasha Grey (2007), Gina Lynn (2012), and many more. Visually stunning and full of the erotic images one would expect only from Penthouse, this book will excite and tantalize millions of fans around the world. In 2004 Rolling Stone declared Penthouse "The greatest adult magazine in history." From humble beginnings as a project started to fund an art collection, Penthouse eventually became one of the world's most notorious publications, creating a new style of men's magazine. Originally published in the U.S. in 1969 by Bob Guccione, the magazine helped lead the shift in sexual perception during the 1970s. By giving readers the type of erotic content they craved, Guccione and his bra...

**Contributor Bio**

Edition Skylight is a fine art publisher of outstanding photography books. Dyanna Lauren is an erotic dancer, actress, and director. She was inducted into the Adult Video News Hall of Fame in 2008. She was the Penthouse Pet of the Month in July 1995.

---

**The Complete Peanut Butter, set of vols. 1-7**  
*The Diary of Molly Fredrickson*  
Cornell Clarke

**Summary**  
Catch the buzz on one of the hottest college girls in erotic comics and get the complete journal of Molly’s extreme naughtiness from graduating high school on up all in beautifully painted color. 336 pages of sexual abandon at a special price.

**Contributor Bio**

**Glympstorys**

Roy Stuart

**Summary**

Since the creation of The Lost Door, his full-length feature film, Roy Stuart has continued to augment contemporary photography with his unique rhythm and voice. In a time when video dominates, still photography is no longer isolated. Instead, its immediacy is part of a stream where the image invokes a before and after, compressing and magnifying its power. Beyond the need for captions, a photograph must break free of its limitations and evolve, revealing a third dimension, able to express words, poetry, or even music. The DVD that accompanies the book of photographs is much more than just a free gift. It is a true extension of the work, and invites you to reexamine it, questioning its limitations and unexplored possibilities. It contains sequences from Roy Stuart’s GLIMPSE series, and clips from his photo shoots, accompanied by music and occasional text. The DVD represents an alliance between photography and video, providing a vision of what erotic art is, as opposed to the porn industry, which merely clutters up the Internet with junk. Please note that the DVD carries both NTSC and...

**Contributor Bio**

Roy Stuart is an erotic photographer who has published several books through Taschen.

---

**Mona, Agent X, vol.1**

**Dangerous Initiation**

Betty Hopkins, Alessandro Scacchia

**Summary**

Mona goes from star of a lascivious reality TV show to unemployed as fast as being bested by a sluttier competitor. She then lands what looks to be a peach movie role... until she sees what they did of her. Her public image in ruins, she now has nothing left to lose and who's that killer blonde with the silencer? Suspense, intrigue, sex, perversion like only an Italian can cook up!

**Contributor Bio**

Betty Hopkins is a beautiful young American who lives in LA. Writer on her off hours, she leads an alt lifestyle in the adult entertainment world. Alessandro Scacchia convinced her to relate her experience in a very special agency. This is how Mona, Agent X was born... Any similarity to existing persons or situations is purely coincidental... but if you know Betty... She is also a writer for adult movies. Her first film where she plays her own role is in production. Alessandro Scacchia was born in San Benedetto del Tronto - Italy. He started his artist career in 2001, working as freelance illustrator and comic book artist for publishing companies in Italy like Eura Editoriale and Coniglio Editore. Increasingly distant from conventional comics he focuses on erotic art, celebrating the beauty in female form. His work appears in renowned publications such as Penthouse Magazine and alt fetish bible Skin Two. In 2010 he creates Mona Agent X, written by Betty Hopkins and first published in Italy and France.
**Hot Redemption**

K. D. Penn

**Summary**

A dual point-of-view pits hero against heroine in this sizzling, sensual futuristic thriller. In a world where androids and robots flood the job market, it's almost impossible for humans to find work. But stealing comes easy for Epic and his brothers, who rob strip clubs for the electronic currency they need to take care of their family. When the scintillating Phoenix steps into their lives, she snatches away their bounty and fogs up Epic's mind with her seductive scent. Shots blare, a chase ensues, and both sides refuse to yield. The small compromise that comes is brought by chains and a promise for a bigger hit—on a planet far away from Earth. Can Epic and Phoenix work together to rescue themselves from poverty? Or will they find another type of redemption, one lathered in lust and warmth, pleasure, and the type of undemanding love that no human can live without?

**Contributor Bio**

**K. D. Penn** is the pseudonym of authors Kenya Wright and D. T. Dyllin, both of whom have previously published romance and speculative novels. This is their debut novel as a team.

---

**The Complete "Omaha" the Cat Dancer set of 8 volumes**

James Vance, Kate Worley, Reed Waller

**Summary**

One of the seminal 'above ground' comics series which bridged underground comix to the next level of intelligent comics storytelling while still fearlessly incorporating sexual elements is now presented in its complete form as a set of the full 8 volumes. Close to 1000 pages of reading!

**Contributor Bio**

One of comics most prominent writers, noted for his highly acclaimed "Kings in Disguise" (Norton). Omaha is Reed's life in comics! What he has done as a comic artist and what he is loved for by tens of thousands of fans. Worley took over the writing of the seminal sexually free Omaha the Cat Dancer series with Reed Waller and made it into one of the most successful series in indie comics history. She passed away in 2004 before the series was wrapped up but left enough notes for her husband James Vance to create the final chapter with artist Reed Waller.
Carisha
Stefan Soell

Summary
Carisha is one of the most wanted models on the internet. She possesses a certain soft, ethereal angelic beauty that captivates the imagination, and with her long wavy blond hair and radiant smile, a sweet, uplifting innocence. Against the natural green background, enjoy her creamy complexion, the drape of her hair, her slim waist, petite behind, and shapely legs. Carisha's mood varies from picture to picture. She is the pure personification of natural beauty, radiating happiness and the joy of being in the right place at the right time. Carisha is in a class of her own, beautiful beyond words. This book is a sensual, exclusive collection of more than 130 images of this incredible vision of feminine loveliness.

Contributor Bio
Stefan Soell is also the author of Alpengluhn and Volcanic Girls.

Pussycats Deluxe
Didier Carre, Didier Carré

Summary
"Nearly 10 years have passed since Stainless Ladies, my first volume of photographs, came out, and it's been about 30 years since I took my first photographs, in black and white, back in 1983. This time, my fourth volume contains results that are more realistic and less dream-like; closer to a rougher, ruder reality. My models are indecent and cheeky all at the same time; they possess the same subtle but captivating blend of fragility and strength. They give nothing away: is it their sex you want to see? No problem, you will! As the observer, you will not be able to resist getting involved. At first, their total lack of shame shocks you, but then puts an irresistible spell on you. And although we know that this is a game of image and illusion, you may want to hate them, but they remain out of reach. In this game, the roles of hunter and prey have been reversed, which is the unsettling part, right? When you get to the end and wake up in the last few pages, you'll be wondering whether it was all only a dream, or perhaps even a kind of nightmare. If the next thing you hear is a gentle g..."

Contributor Bio
Didier Carré is a former assistant to the official photographer of the French National Opera in Paris. He is a professional photographer whose books include Come Closer, High Voltage Erotica, Sexy Games, and Stainless Ladies.
**Shades of Lust and Pain**

*Uwe Dupke*

**Summary**

Photographer Uwe Dupke believes that honest and passionate images can only be created if the models are fully integrated into the design process. In addition to the selection of area and location, this also includes the choice of outfits and makeup. A new trend has emerged, as 50 percent of models want to be in fetish and bondage shots. Together with the models, various fetish clubs, bondage apartments, special hotels, and swinger clubs are then selected together as locations. The job of the photographer is to capture the erotic fantasies of the models, as well as any developments that happen spontaneously during the session itself. This procedure means that at the beginning of a session, it is often unclear which technology is going to be used. As a rule, the 60 megapixel Hasselblad is used for medium format shots, and for a rapid series of exposures, Canon's professional cameras. For pronounced lighting effects, Uwe Dupke always uses a gallows.

**Contributor Bio**

*Uwe Dupke*, born 1952, lives in Andalusia, Spain and just outside Cologne Germany; he has been a professional photographer since 1970, and specializes in people and erotic nudes.

---

**Confessions of a Girl in the Country**

*Angelina King*

**Summary**

Sometimes it takes an old friend to take us to brand new places

Sophie is a 25-year-old lawyer, living in London with her long-term boyfriend. Everything looks set for her—she earns good money and enjoys cozy nights in with her man, looking forward to the day when they might marry and have children. But all is not as it seems. Returning home early one night Sophie finds her boyfriend in bed with another woman and her life is suddenly turned upside down. Distraught, she goes to stay with an old schoolfriend, Genevieve, in the country, where she discovers to her surprise that her friend has been making her living as a sex therapist. Genevieve offers her services to Sophie and soon sets her off on a rural sexual adventure beyond her wildest dreams. Her intimate diary records it all in sizzling detail.

**Contributor Bio**

*Angelina King* is an author of erotica.
Girl: The Second Coming - Vol. 4
Kevin Taylor

Summary
In the long awaited final volume of GIRL-The Second Coming, Jaleira discovers that, after infecting her mother and sister, Kasmir is more than she thought he was. In order to save her family, she gets help from her old friends, Daemon and Starr, and travels back to another dimension where she must enlist the aid of a legend. However, she gets some unexpected help and learns what could have been.

Contributor Bio
Kevin Taylor (Author) : One of the most prominent artists in adult comics since the eighties, Kevin Taylor has established himself as a bestseller with his well written Girl series, marrying the occult and hardcore erotica.

Song of the Golden Scorpion
Alma Luz Villanueva

Summary
Xochiquetzal and Javier meet at a resort near Puerto Vallarta and begin a highly erotic love affair of 12 years, which extends beyond, into the Mayan Sixth World. There’s a weaving of dreams as they meet crucial people on their travels: Ai from Tokyo, traveling the world to plant peace crystals in honor—and warning—of the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki; Hank, a Hopi man who gives them vital and timely information on the Hopi prophecies; Don Francisco from Oaxaca/Chiapas, a Mayan shaman who brings the wisdom of the coming Mayan Sixth World; and Ari, an Israeli Commando whose family story brings the Jewish Holocaust to light passionately. Everyone eventually meets in San Miguel de Allende, Mexico, where Xochiquetzal and Javier live, and at an all night fiesta at a magical mansion, everyone’s personal and collective wounds are revealed and healed.

Contributor Bio
Alma Luz Villanueva teaches in the MFA in creative writing program at Antioch University in Los Angeles. Her books of poetry include Bloodroot; Desire; Life Span; Mother, May I?; Planet, which won the Latin American Writers Poetry Prize; and Vida. Her novel, The Ultraviolet Sky, received the American Book Award and was listed in 500 Great Books by Women. Her second novel, Naked Ladies, won the PEN Oakland Fiction Award and was excerpted in Caliente: The Best Erotic Latin American Writing. Her third novel, Luna’s California Poppies, was recently excerpted in the anthology Califlora. She lives in Los Angeles.
**Vibrant Vixens**
Hajime Sorayama

**Summary**
 Mostly unseen work from the illustrator known for his sexy robots
Sorayama's new book contains highly explicit art and is definitely suitable for adults only. His erotic, futuristic, hyperrealistic illustrations create a visual landscape that would be impossible to achieve in photography alone. Only the masterful Sorayama, equipped with boundless imagination, is able to achieve this, using pencil and brush, acrylic paint, and airbrush. The works collected here are simultaneously breathtaking and at times repulsive, yet all of them are utterly fascinating. Very few of these images have been published before, but the time has come for Sorayama to release this secret work. These images are really not for the squeamish; readers have been warned!

**Contributor Bio**
Hajime Sorayama is an illustrator known worldwide for his precisely detailed, erotic airbrush portrayals of women and feminine robots. He designed the female borg Romulan for the _Star Trek_ series, provided art for _Terminator 3_, designed the first generation of Sony AIBO robotic pets, and was one of 25 Japanese artists to be commissioned by Nike to create a tribute to the company's White Dunk. His art has been featured in _Hustler_, _Penthouse_, and _Playboy_ magazines, and is in the permanent collections of MOMA and the Smithsonian Institution.

---

**The Complete "Omaha" the Cat Dancer: Volume 8**
Reed Waller, Kate Worley, James Vance

**Summary**
Omaha and Chuck struggle to put the tangled past behind them while political corruption and a tightening police investigation threaten to destroy their future and ensnare their loved ones. This volume contains the long-awaited conclusion to the internationally acclaimed sexy soap opera for adults, in which mysteries are solved, painful sacrifices are made and the lovely cat dancer takes a final turn on the stage. All-new and never before collected, Volume 8 was drawn by legendary Omaha creator Reed Waller and written by his beloved late co-creator Kate Worley, in collaboration with James Vance.

**Contributor Bio**
James Vance (Author) : One of comics most prominent writers, noted for his highly acclaimed "Kings in Disguise" (Norton). Reed Waller (Illustrator) : Omaha is Reed’s life in comics! What he has done as a comic artist and what he is loved for by tens of thousands of fans. Kate Worley (Author) : Worley took over the writing of the seminal sexually free Omaha the Cat Dancer series with Reed Waller and made it into one of the most successful series in indie comics history. She passed away in 2004 before the series was wrapped up but left enough notes for her husband James Vance to create the final chapter with artist Reed Waller.
The Secret Lives of Emma: Unmasked
Natasha Walker

Summary
Continuing the adventure, Emma's third book finds her torn between her husband and her sexual desires, questioning if she really wants to save her marriage

Emma Benson was never going to be the average housewife, but she never meant any of this to happen. However, temptation is all around her and now her life has hit a crossroads. Can she possibly stay married to David, a man who will never understand her boundless erotic desires? And would he ever forgive her if she told him the truth? With her marriage teetering on the brink of ruin, she has two options—fight or flight. Choosing the latter, at least for the time being, she trades Sydney for the burning heat of the Italian coast. But then a handsome, exotic stranger enters the scene—and Emma must make her decision. Fast.

Contributor Bio
Natasha Walker is the author of The Secret Lives of Emma series.

Venus in the Cloisters
Or The Nun in Her Chemise
L'Abbe du Prat, Matthew Sweet

Summary
A 1638 work of erotic fiction features nun-to-nun dialogues in the sexual arts
"Is it right that a girl so accomplished be secluded as you are? No, no, my child, I want to share with you my most secret habits, and to give you a true notion of the deeds of a wise nun."

This landmark erotic novel salaciously presents the education, one might say indoctrination, of green Catholic nun Sister Agnes at the hands of her more experienced cohort Sister Angélique. Religious demystification coincides with sexual awakening in a scurrilous work which stands as a precursor to those of authors such as the Marquis de Sade.

Contributor Bio
L’Abbé du Prat was the pseudonym used by the Vicar-General of the Diocese of Nantes. Matthew Sweet is a journalist, broadcaster, historian, and the author of Inventing the Victorians and Shepperton Babylon.
**Pure Lust**

*Nick Freund*

**Summary**

With his first book for Edition Skylight, Nick Freund combines highly explicit eroticism with a stunning black and white aesthetic to create a new dimension in modern erotic photography. In every scene, the intimate studio light allows the viewer to feel the intense intimacy between these five impeccably built girls and the skillful direction of this leading photographer. How else would they surrender their bodily secrets to him, confident to be up close to his camera lens? It’s the thrilling combination of shapely physical landscapes and hot close-ups that make every page of this diverse book of erotic photographs a continual sensual pleasure, full of surprises.

**Contributor Bio**

*Nick Freund* is a professional photographer.

---

**Pussy Games**

*Tom Cherry*

**Summary**

A name like Tom Cherry may have fans suspecting a pseudonym—and they would be right. There is an actual Tom Cherry, of course, but he’s not known by that name. His fictional biography we present as follows: born yes, location unknown, age unknown. In recent years, Tom Cherry has become one of the most famous erotic photographers on the Internet. He reduces subjects to a minimum to allow the young girls’ bodies to come to the fore in three dimensions, evoking sizzling sexuality to the tiniest detail. Tom is uncompromising in his choice of natural, well-groomed models who pose boldly and devotedly in front of his camera. What is his secret? Where others stop taking pictures he is only just getting started! In his first book, Tom shows great insight into the sexual fantasies of his muses. The spectrum of his porn-art photographs ranges from the playful and innocent to the submissive and provocative. For those who want more detailed information on this secret star, I’m afraid we're sworn to secrecy! Just enjoy these hot sessions of our "undercover" top photographer!

**Contributor Bio**

*Tom Cherry* lives and works in Prague and Los Angeles, where a large part of the work published here was produced.
**Hot Nylons**
Martin Sigrist

**Summary**
Stockings that stay up by themselves, or fishnet stockings complete with garter belt give any nude shot an additional provocative touch, something fans of exciting erotic photography know and value. Some 30 famous and well-known masters of erotic photography have contributed their uniquely personal interpretations of the subject in fascinating color and black and white photos. The volume features stylish studio shots and outdoor pictures, and range from romantic soft focus to bordering on fetishism.

**Contributor Bio**
**Martin Sigrist**'s previous books include *Big Book of Boobs*, *Boob Mania*, *Fetish Dreams*, *Hot Cheeks*, *Hot Cheeks 2*, *Shaven or Unshaven*, and *Voyeur Secrets*.

---

**Helen and Desire**
Alexander Trocchi

**Summary**
A subversive and deeply suggestive masterpiece, Trocchi's greatest erotic novel

*How difficult it is to explain! The terribly mute hunger in our bodies! If I touch my thigh here in the near darkness of the tent my whole body is again instinct with the driving urge that brought me here, and I cannot explain it. As always, it is stronger than fear. For me it has always been that way . . .*

When the irrepressible Helen runs away from the small town she grew up in, she discovers a world of excitement and experience beyond even her imagination, from Sydney to Singapore, Bombay, Monte Carlo, and the Sahara desert.

**Contributor Bio**
**Alexander Trocchi** (1925–1984) is a novelist best-known for *Young Adam* and the semi-autobiographical heroin classic *Cain's Book*. His groundbreaking literary journal, *Merlin*, published for the first time such writers as de Sade, Appollinaire, Beckett, Henry Miller, and Vladimir Nabokov.
Immoderation
A Chad Michael Ward Goth Trilogy
Chad Michael Ward

Summary
A specially banded set of the three works of cultural phenomenon Chad Michael Ward, this collection is a must have for any fan of fantasy and conceptual artwork. The collection of images fit together in a morbid jigsaw puzzle of wires, women, and man-beasts, forming a symbolic cyberotic tale of love, redemption, and death. Featuring a selection of commercial work and never-before-seen photos and paintings, this part art book and part dark narrative encapsulates the darkly original imagery of a critically acclaimed artist.

Contributor Bio
Chad Michael Ward is a goth and fetish artist and the author of Autopsyrotica, Black Rust, and Devil Engine. He lives in Los Angeles.

The Diary of Molly Fredrickson: Peanut Butter - Vol. 7
Cornell Clarke

Summary
The party continues at the Beta Alpha Delta fraternity and things have gotten even wilder than Molly could have ever imagined. Molly and Sean travel to the fraternity’s basement to witness firsthand what Ron has in store as punishment for his rebellious girlfriend Jeanne Williams. On the way there, they encounter a nun with something extra, the dominatrix Miss Claire, and they find out what happened to the would-be rapists from volume six of the series.

Contributor Bio
Boobs
Mallock, Gueritot

Summary
To succeed the highly impressive Moon photographic collection, what could be better than a new volume entitled Boobs? It’s another anthology, with breasts in all their glory: large, small, perky, sheer, with nipples in all shapes and varieties. The collection includes all kinds of styles, from pop art to Delacroix, à la Raphael, Indian, etc. A glimpse of paradise to amaze, seduce, and delight the viewer.

Contributor Bio
Mallock, aka J-D Bruet-Ferreol, is a digital painter. He was one of the very first photographers chosen by the Grand Oakaus for its Autumn Exhibition in 1980. He was also awarded the Jury Special Prize for a study on solitude. These favorable omens led him to great achievements as a freelance creative director, editor, designer, and creator of contemporary visual art, as prolific in the advertising world as in the arts. In 2000, he was chosen to exhibit at the Grand Palais Critics Figuration Salon.

Gueritot spent his childhood years in Ivory Coast, settling in Paris in 1977 aged 16. In 1980, he left Orsay University with a degree in animal biology, subsequently to embark on professional training in advertising photography at the Gobelins.

The Secrets of the Mahjong Club
J Lawrence

Summary
The evolving friendship of six women—all well educated, successful, professional, and now retired—is the centerpiece of this spicy collection of erotic stories. As they meet regularly to play mahjong together, they begin sharing the details of the sexual encounters throughout their lives. While the variety of experiences ranges from humorous to somber, at some point each of the women has experienced great sex. These distinct women, each with particular passions and their own inimitable pasts, bond together by reflecting on the manner in which their sexual liaisons have shaped and sometimes changed their lives.

Contributor Bio
J Lawrence is the pseudonym of an author and publisher of more than 20 books, primarily nonfiction. He has written numerous articles and been featured in radio interviews and television programs such as Good Morning America. He lives in Port Saint Lucie, Florida.
3 of a Kind
Attilio Gambodetti

Summary
3 guys get together regularly to compare notes on their latest adventures with chicks. One just adds conquests like a fighter pilot, one is more romantic, the third somewhere in between. All get plenty to talk about in smoldering detail. By the bestselling author of 4 Girlfriends and Room-Mates.

Contributor Bio
Attilio Gambodotti (Author) : Atilio Gambodotti is a contributor to Kiss and Sizzle magazines and is one Eurotica’s bestselling authors.

Modern Urban Girls
Stefan Soell

Summary
"No more romance," said the renowned erotic photographer Stefan Soell, after enjoying great success with his two lavish photographic volumes entitled Alpenglow and Volcanic Girls. A completely new, modern style of portraying the nude was required, and Stefan has once more succeeded convincingly. He searched for the right type of woman to match his vision for three long years, finally settling on something between the young, successful, cool businesswoman and glamorous movie star. Oozing beauty, of course, fantastically built, with a confident, cheeky appearance, and unashamedly flaunting their sex appeal. Soell has discovered more than 16 completely new, never-seen-before faces, and managed to fit all their glorious nudity into the unprecedented environment of finest, ultra-modern, minimalist architecture. The contrast between the wonderful, warm skin tones, sensual body shapes and the cool, modern architecture could not be greater, and the very unusual combination of hot eroticism and cool design increases the attraction of this volume of photos immensely.
**Shadow and Light, Volume 1 (2nd Edition)**

Parris Quinn

**Summary**

After the light of day, some people like to unwind in the shadow and let out steam in unusual ways. One man likes to be his woman's slave, one woman dares her boyfriend to watch as she services a group of bankers, another gets a leash on her collar and lets her animal instincts run wild in front of her lover's camera... Some of the most beautifully rendered erotic comics you will ever see, holding nothing back!

**Contributor Bio**

Parris Quinn (Author) : The erotic alias of a successful landscape and nude painter. The Shadow & Light series has sold over 50,000 copies.

---

**Land of Erotic Beauty**

Igor Amelkovich

**Summary**

Twenty-two people, besides the author, took part in the creation of photos for this book. In chronological order of appearance of the first frame, they are: Tanya, Ira, Julia, Inga, Olya, Natalya, Olga, Natasha, Dasha, Sveta, Oksana, Masha, Svetlana, Vika, Natalya, Lena, Olya, Viktorya, Tatyana, Jenya, Zemphira, Olya. Most of them posed just for this book, and you will not find their photographs done by other photographers.

**Contributor Bio**

Igor Amelkowitsch lives and works in Chelyabinsk, in the south of the Ural Mountains in the Soviet Union. He graduated from the Chelyabinsk Institute of Applied Sciences with a degree in radio engineering. From 1985 to 1987 he did his military service in the Soviet army, posted near Vladivostok on the Pacific coast by the Chinese border. He used his diverse musical talents, touring from 1988-89 with Art, the rock group, through many cities at home. He is married to Tanya and their daughter Alyona was born in 1993. Igor only began to take photographs seriously in 1999, first with a Nikon F-60. In 2002 he changed to a Hasselblad 503CW and medium format photography.
Pussy Lounge
Dirk Krauzig

Summary
Pussy Lounge, the second volume by renowned photographer Dirk Krauzig, transports you into a new erotic universe. With heavily upholstered armchairs, discreet lighting, antique furniture, lacquered and painted walls, the stage is set in the lounge bar to display the passions of his adult models. Adults only! Once again the qualified professional succeeds in capturing revealing performances and candid images of timeless elegance. His photographs are stimulating yet sophisticated; classy, and with a style of lighting that has become his trademark. He also takes exceptional care of image design and development. Allow yourself to be enchanted by the girls and women in this volume, and see what happens! Visit the Pussy Lounge, and become a voyeur in a world of sensuality, passion, eroticism and licentiousness!

Contributor Bio
Dirk Krauzig is the author of Pussy Club.

Viva Van Story's Sheer
Viva Van Story, Steve Diet Goedde

Summary
Themed around the idea of transparency, from nylon to latex, silk to plastic and muslin to glass, Viva Van Story's brilliantly-lit shots of the iconic models on the fetish scene (Mosh, Angela Ryan, Eden Berlin, and more) are distinguished by a host of astonishing new locations, atmospheric retro moods, and Viva's boundary-pushing eroticism. Everyone who loved Viva’s Pinups will love this collection, while anyone who has not yet discovered Viva will be blown away by the latest work of the East Coast's leading pinup photographer.

Contributor Bio
Viva Van Story is one of the most respected and busiest pin-up photographers in the country. Her work headlined the Detroit Dirty Show, and she and her images have been featured in such publications as Bizarre Magazine, Car Culture Deluxe, Deadbeat Magazine, DicE, Edge Detroit, Leg Show, New York Post, Ol' Skool Rodz, Real Detroit Weekly, ROCKRGRRL, Tattoo, and Varia Magazine. She is based in New York City. Steve Diet Goedde is an internationally recognized erotic photographer whose work has been collected in The Beauty of Fetish: Volumes I & II. He lives in Los Angeles.
The Diary of Molly Fredrickson: Peanut Butter - Vol. 6
Cornell Clarke

Summary
In this latest installment in the chronicles of Molly Frederickson, the sexually adventurous college student might be actually falling for a handsome—and well endowed—young man. When he saves her from a scary situation with two guys that gets dangerously close to rape, they respond by getting the two aggressors into some serious bondage. Vivid, intricately drawn artwork and an engaging storyline contribute to the highly charged eroticaism of this graphic novel.

Contributor Bio

Diary of Molly Fredrickson: Peanut Butter - Vol. 6 - No Price Printed

Summary
In this latest installment in the chronicles of Molly Frederickson, the sexually adventurous college student might be actually falling for a handsome-and well endowed-young man. When he saves her from a scary situation with two guys that gets dangerously close to rape, they respond by getting the two aggressors into some serious bondage. Vivid, intricately drawn artwork and an engaging storyline contribute to the highly charged eroticaism of this graphic novel.

Contributor Bio
**Liquid X-tasy**
Jim Fredlund

**Summary**
As a photographer, the challenge is in capturing the very moment that a fluid substance interacts with the body in a way that will take the viewer on a sensual adventure, inviting not only to their visual sense but also invoking sensations of touch, taste, and imagination. When successful, the result is a unique moment frozen in time, never to be repeated. The result is photographic imagery that is sensual, provocative, and erotic. Living close to Washington, D.C., Jim spent many years photographing landscapes, monuments, masonry, and still lifes, and his stunning images have adorned the offices of doctors, lawyers, and dentists. It wasn't until his daughter requested Jim capture a few maternity images for her that he turned his sights to portrait photography. With this newfound passion, Jim completely immersed himself in the study of lighting, posing, and the business of photography, and soon found himself perfecting what was quickly becoming his specialized genre, the fine art nude. Always striving to aim higher, to always improve, and, yes, to push the envelope even further. When ...

---

**Sweet 18**
Emmanuel D. Fouquet

**Summary**
Emmanuel Fouquet wanted to learn a profession in which being surrounded by beautiful women is part and parcel of the job. He left the Savoy Alps in 1991 and traveled to Paris, coming under the wing of Christian Chauveau. This famous man trained Emmanuel in the skills of the make-up artist. Emmanuel's first assignments were tough, low-paid jobs, which came his way via various model agencies. Until, that is, he took the plunge and decided to go to America. Prompted by an invitation from renowned Penthouse photographer Hank Londoner, he soon got to know others in his profession. He also acted as an agent for Londoner, for Suze Randall and Vivian Thomas as well. He used the sessions to watch and learn how the artists worked. Thus began a meteoric career, and today his photos grace the covers of *Penthouse*, *Hustler*, *Private*, and other magazines, including many erotic calendars currently circulating in Europe. Enjoy the magic of his pictures!
A Scent of Jasmine
Sylvia Nobel

Summary
In the wake of a bitter divorce, Andrea Dusseaux flees New York City to help an old friend in Phoenix run her restaurant. Still burnt out on men, Andrea is surprised by her attraction to Madison McKee, a successful attorney who makes no secret of his intentions to pursue her. As her feelings for him blossom into love, Andrea is shocked to discover that Madison represents a developer who plans to demolish her friend's Victorian house restaurant. Andrea must now decide between siding with her friend or fighting for Madison's love in this taut romance novel that is enriched with memorable characters and stylish prose.

Contributor Bio
Sylvia Nobel is the author of Chasing Rayna, Dark Moon Crossing, Deadly Sanctuary, The Devil's Cradle, and Seeds of Vengeance, and is a member of Mystery Writers of America. She lives in Phoenix, Arizona.

The Diary of Molly Fredrickson: Peanut Butter - Vol. 5
Erica's Diary
Cornell Clarke

Summary
In this latest installment in the chronicles of Molly Frederickson, the sexually adventurous college student discovers that her best friend Erica has left her diary unprotected while she is away on vacation. Molly gives in to her temptation to read the journal and is taken on a wild ride through Erica’s amorous exploits, which of course leads her to search for ways to re-create these experiences on her own. Vivid, intricately drawn artwork and snappy, sexy dialogue contribute to the fun of this erotic graphic novel.

Contributor Bio
Cornell Clarke is an erotic graphic artist and the author of Big Apple Shorts. He lives in New York City.
**Love Heat**  
Emmanuel D. Fouquet

**Summary**  
Emmanuel Fouquet wanted to learn a profession in which being surrounded by beautiful women is part and parcel of the job. He left the Savoy Alps in 1991 and traveled to Paris, coming under the wing of Christian Chauveau. This famous man trained Emmanuel in the skills of the make-up artist. Emmanuel’s first assignments were tough, low-paid jobs, which came his way via various model agencies. Until he took the plunge and decided to go to America. Prompted by an invitation from renowned *Penthouse* photographer Hank Londoner, he soon got to know others in his profession. He also acted as an agent for Londoner, Suze Randall, and Vivian Thomas as well. He used the sessions to watch and learn how the artists worked. Helped by Londoner, Fouquet also got to know photographer Michael Moore, who gave his photographs his full blessing and approval. Thus began a meteoric career, and today his photos grace the covers of *Penthouse, Hustler, Private*, and other magazines, including many erotic calendars currently circulating Europe. Fouquet still mostly makes up his models himself. Enjoy the magic o...
**Thomas Karsten: A Look at Myself**

Thomas Karsten

**Summary**

Showcasing a diverse variety of women, these portraits demonstrate the work of famed nude photographer Thomas Karsten. The collection captures a variety of unique subjects from different parts of the world, depicting the individual beauty of each culture and going beyond endeavored poses to communicate intense emotion and eroticism. Combined with the author’s poetic reflections, this painstakingly produced volume is both an optical and sensual pleasure. This bilingual edition includes English and German.

**Contributor Bio**

Thomas Karsten is a professional photographer. He is the author of *Days of Intimacy, Heat, Love Me, Moments of Intensity, Nude Photographs*, and *She*.

---

**Kamikaze Girls**

Stefan Gesell

**Summary**

"The impression of the image upon the viewer is the most important element for me, whether sensuous or erotic, it doesn’t matter, the image is intended to capture the viewer. Therefore it’s not much of a difference to me. I blend a variety of techniques because the original photograph itself doesn’t offer enough possibilities." — Stefan Gesell
**Big Book of Boobs**
Martin Sigrist

**Summary**
The following collection of photographs of breasts contains an amazing variety of shapes and sizes, all of which have been made to look as natural-looking as possible. Some are perky and small while others are enormous, making this exciting volume sure to quicken the pulse of all fans of the female form.

**Hot Cheeks**
Martin Sigrist

**Summary**
Some 30 famous and well-known masters of erotic photography have contributed their uniquely personal interpretations of the subject in fascinating color and black and white photos. The volume features stylish studio shots and outdoor pictures, and range from romantic soft focus to bordering on fetishism.
**Gothic Tales of the Marquis de Sade (4th Edition)**  
Marquis de Sade, Margaret Crosland

**Summary**

_A collection of de Sade’s stories utilizing gothic conventions and questioning sexual and societal mores_

The notorious author of pornographic novels and a sexual pervert who spent much of his life in prison and whose name was unmentionable in civilized circles, only in recent times has the Marquis come to be seen as misunderstood—essentially a moralist, his exploration of the so-called dark side of the human psyche remains as relevant to our society as it was to his own. This collection will provide an excellent introduction to Sade's fiction; these accessible stories range from the dramatic novella _Eugenie de Franval_, in which a father’s criminal passion for his daughter leads to intrigue, abduction, and murder, to comic tales such as _The Husband Who Plays Priest_, concerning a lecherous monk who finds an ingenious way to combine clerical duties with secular pleasures. De Sade's gift as a humorist are much in evidence, as is his particular delight in unusual marital situations—which invariably lead to the most diverting conclusions.

**Contributor Bio**

_Marquis de Sade_ (1740-1814) was a French aristocrat, revolutionary, and writer of violent pornography. Incarcerated for 32 years of his life in both prisons and asylums, he is famed for his graphic depiction of cruelty within classic titles such as _Juliette, Justine_, and _Philosophy in the Boudoir_. A leading translator of French and Italian, _Margaret Crosland_ translated and edited _The Marquis de Sade Reader_ and authored several prize-winning biographies, including _A Cry from the Heart: The Biography of Edith Piaf_.

---

**Shaven or Unshaven**  
Martin Sigrist

**Summary**

_In refreshingly direct photographs imbued with an intense eroticism, more than 35 well-known erotic photographers present their own very personal views of the intimate triangle of hair adorning their models—from natural luxuriance, fashionable bikini lines, and minimalist strips to the complete nakedness of a totally smooth pubic area. This superb volume of photographs in the popular compact format presents more than 400 intensely erotic approaches to the subject._
It Could Happen to You: Vol. 1

Summary
Another outstanding Spanish artist from Kiss Magazine presents everyday situations gone very, very lubricous. Suddenly a guy gets lucky with... a neighbor, a client, a horny woman wanting sex NOW! Fetchingly rendered by Mapp. You’ll love his hot wanton women.

Contributor Bio
Burne Hogarth (Author):

Getting Close
Attilio Gambedotti

Summary
A group of young people get closer and closer, experiencing some mind-blowing explorations in sexuality and relationships. Beautifully hot and intense and also very heartfelt writing as the best-selling Gambedotti does not fail to provide.

Contributor Bio
Attilio Gambedotti is a contributor to Kiss magazine.
**Sinsation**  
Norbert Guthier

**Summary**
"These are moments I usually experience with eyes closed in rapture, moments that say 'Yes! Take me, touch me, have me!' And because I know what I see in the pictures actually feels like, I experience a range of different emotions while browsing through it: the memory of recent events is reawakened, my intellect is stimulated, and my physical awareness heightened. It is discovery and recognition at the same time. I am still coming across photos that show rare perspectives and capture unusual moments never seen before, despite the fact that, in the area of erotic photography, there is really nothing new under the sun. Perhaps Norbert Guthier’s secret is to avoid repeating erotic stereotypes to allow something new to emerge. And the fact that I am familiar with this new thing, but virtually never see it in visual form, is what makes this book truly artistic."

—Sophie Andresky

**Contributor Bio**
Norbert Guthier is the photographer of Kinky and Blissful and In Flagranti.

---

**Casa Howhard: Vol. 5 - Manga Dreams**  
Roberto Baldazzini

**Summary**
The train can be quite an erotic experience, the getaway, the sensual bounce, the vibrations our lady-men cannot but succumb to the delights of the trip along with anyone willing to ride with them. Includes a sweet wink at x-rated manga in a dream. Campy fun with quite a twist as only Baldazzini can deliver!

**Contributor Bio**
Roberto Baldazzini is a graphic artist and the author of the Bayba series.
The Diary of Molly Fredrickson: Peanut Butter - Vol. 4 (Full Color)
Cornell Clarke

Summary
Molly's back in San Diego studying, falling into amazing orgies with the basketball team for one, including some seriously hot women but boy is she missing her hot latina bff Erica... Clarke's fully painted art just keeps improving to amazing new levels!

Contributor Bio
Cornell Clarke is an erotic graphic artist and the author of Big Apple Shorts. He lives in New York City.

Kustom Kamera
Greased Up Eye Candy
Yak El-Droubie

Summary
With more beautifully produced, adrenalin-soaked pages of visceral eye-popping images, this collection is a must-have for all the greasers, hot rodders, and kustom artists who loved Kustom Graphics, as well as fans of stunning cutting-edge photography. The photographers profiled here include Dirk "The Pixeleye" Behlau, whose images are collected in Speed Kings; Richard Heeps, whose photography collections include Man's Ruin and Rolled Out; Laurent Bagnard, winner of an International Automotive Media Gold Award for The Electroline Diaries; and Columbus, Ohio-based Chas Ray Krider, known for his book Motel Fetish. From the West Coast, there is L.A.-based Shannon Brooke, whose credits include People magazine and Traditional Rod and Kulture Magazine; David Perry of Benicia, California, whose books include Hot Rod Pin-Ups and Hot Rod Pin-Ups II; pin-up photographer Roy Varga of Placentia, California; and Pacific Northwest hot rod photographer April May. Biographies of every artist are included, as well as detailed captions for each work and an extensive contact section.

Contributor Bio
London-born Yak El-Droubie is a self confessed kustom kulture fiend with a liking for art which transcends genre and trend. He has worked in publishing for more than 20 years as a designer, art director, and publisher who occasionally writes.
**Pin-Up Artist**
Ignacio Noe

**Summary**
The best-selling author of Convent of Hell and the Piano Tuner brings us to an exhibition of the great pin-up artist Gil Spam. He’s now a very old man in a wheelchair who can’t even speak, taken care of by his lovely niece. Chapter by chapter we get to discover the real dirty story behind each wonderful slightly naughty famous piece being exhibited. How could such charmingly risqué paintings have been inspired by such utter lechery and sexual abandon? Noe delivers another raunchy, funny and beautifully painted story.

**Contributor Bio**
Burne Hogarth (Author) :

---

**Great Moves**
Robert Edison Sandiford, Geof Isherwood

**Summary**
Three engrossing and salacious stories. In the title story, a traveler in a bar is accosted by a very horny young woman who bewitches him with unseen circumstances! Then, a photographer is asked by her best friends to tape them having sex-only to have the camera turned on her. Finally, as he lies dying, an old woman reflects on the passionate life she has led with her husband.

From a variety of female viewpoints, Great Moves by Robert Edison Sandiford and Geof Isherwood, tells the stories of Caribbean people in love and lust.

**Contributor Bio**
Burne Hogarth (Author) :
4 Girlfriends Vol. 3
Attilio Gambedotti

Summary
After being used and abused and wrestling with her faith, naive, cutesy little Maria finally comes to grips, lets go and becomes one hot porn star! Featuring stunning art, as ever, these girls are so juicy, disarmingly cute and so willing as to be utterly irresistible. Gambedotti is truly emerging as one of the best Spanish erotic artists of his generation.

Contributor Bio
Attilio Gambedotti is a contributor to Kiss magazine.

Peanut Butter Presents: The Confessions of Sister Jacqueline
Cornell Clarke

Summary
Remember Sister Jacqueline, headmistress of the high school Molly went to in volume 1? Well, then you might remember what an orgy she was forced into at the prom and loving every minute of it. Now she must confess to her sins and face how she loves being taken vigorously, even if she has become pregnant! A shockingly arousing side-story to this best-selling series.

Contributor Bio
Cornell Clarke is an erotic graphic artist and the author of Big Apple Shorts. He lives in New York City.
The Honey Lickers Sorority: Vol. 2
The Art of Sex
Christian Zanier

Summary
Bombshell she-male Tammy recollects some earlier delicious days, when she went to visit a whole party full of ‘em. This time, she gets it as opposed to giving it...

Contributor Bio
Burne Hogarth (Author):

Taking Care of Business
Megan Hart, Lauren Dane

Summary
After leaving the wrong man, Leah Griffin’s not ready to look for the right one. All she wants is to survive the conference she's planning and spend some time with her best friend Kate Edwards. She was not expecting the conference services manager to be so tall, dark, and handsome—or so eager to please. It's Brandon Long's job to make Leah happy, but after a scorching interlude in her hotel room, neither can deny business has become pleasure. Smart, driven, and successful attorney Kate Edwards has spent her life making the right choices. But in contrast to those right choices, she's involved in a long distance, secret love affair with a coworker. Charles Dixon is a bad choice she can't help but make—over and over. A conference and a promotion bring Kate back to Pennsylvania, and suddenly, Dix wants far more than a few nights in random hotel rooms. He wants something permanent, and Kate has to figure out if sometimes a wrong choice isn't exactly what a woman needs.

Contributor Bio
Megan Hart is the author of Broken, Deeper, Dirty, Stranger, and Tempted. Lauren Dane is the author of Giving Chase, Laid Bare, Taking Chase, Relentless, and Undercover. They are the coauthors of No Reservations.
**First Time**
Sybiline, Dave McKean

**Summary**
10 hot stories about first times. From having sex to having a very different sexual experience such as going beyond the couple, or the woman strapping it on for her man, or... all from the point of view of women and all written by a French woman with some decidedly spicy ideas about sex! All rendered by leading European artists, including Cyril Pedrosa (Three Shadows), Olivier Vatine (Aquablue) and most of all, the great Dave McKean! A beautifully stylish yet unabashedly hardcore collection of true erotica presented in a handsome jacketed edition by artists who are doing this for the... first time.

**Contributor Bio**
Burne Hogarth (Author):

**Extreme Curves: Phat Girls**
Phil Henderson

**Summary**
After the tremendously successful first collection of pin-ups which went back to press 3 times, Henderson's Extreme Curves is back with another collection of outrageously lush babes, curvy enough to send your head into a spin. Take 45-28-45 for instance. No skinny models here! Real WOMEN in all their unclothed beauty, lovingly painted for your enjoyment.

**Contributor Bio**
Burne Hogarth (Author):
Bayba: Lady Brown
Roberto Baldazzini

Summary
Witness the severe training transsexual Bayba receives at the strict hands of Lady Brown in a very special school for young submissives. Bayba, as usual, takes the cruelest bondage and discipline like a true champ! Also, as usual, it’s all presented with tongue very firmly in cheek.

Contributor Bio
Roberto Baldazzini is a graphic artist and the author of the Casa Howard series.

Barbarian Chicks & Demons Vol. 1
Hartmann

Summary
In medieval times, powerful warrior chicks getting their way shamelessly with warlords to powerful demons themselves! Beautifully fully painted artwork.

Contributor Bio
Hartmann is a prominent erotic artist in Spain. He is the author of the Barbarian Chicks and Demons series and his stories have been featured in Eros comics magazine.
Mein Schwules Auge: Volume 4
konkursbuch Verlag

Summary
Offering a diverse selection of gay erotic literature, art, and photography, this evocation contains contributions from both American and European writers, artists, and photographers. The featured essays, short stories, poems, and artwork demonstrate the changes in every medium of erotic art from one year to the next. Showing how the genre is constantly and creatively reinventing itself, this is a fascinating look at a versatile form of expression. This edition includes German only.

The Diary of Molly Fredrickson: Peanut Butter - Vol. 3
Cornell Clarke

Summary
Now that Molly's made it into the University of San Diego her schoolwork takes a backseat to the variety of sexual choices at her fingertips! Whether she's bedding her roommate a teacher or even a basketball team she infuses every page with her sizzling hot and no-holds-barred sexuality!

Contributor Bio
Cornell Clarke is an erotic graphic artist and the author of Big Apple Shorts. He lives in New York City.
**Metronome**  
**Veronique Tanaka**

**Summary**
Just when you thought that nobody could create something new in the comic medium, here comes *Metronome* - a 64-page debut graphic novel by Véronique Tanaka: a "silent", erotically-charged visual poem, an experimental non-linear story using a palette of iconic ligne clair images. Symbolism, visual puns and trompe l’œil conspire in a visual mantra that could be described as "existential manga" if it wasn't for the fact that there is a very human and elegantly-structured tale of a doomed relationship providing a solid foundation to the cutting-edge storytelling. A gorgeous art book/graphic novel from a mysterious new artist. An experience not to be missed!

**Contributor Bio**
Burne Hogarth (Author):

---

**Cassandra's Conflict**  
**Fredrica Alleyn**

**Summary**
A house in Hampstead, present-day: Behind a facade of cultured respectability lies a world of decadent indulgence and dark eroticism. Cassandra's sheltered life is transformed when she is employed as governess to the Baron's children. He draws her into games where lust can feed on the erotic charge of submission—games where only he knows the rules, and where unusual pleasures can flourish.

**Contributor Bio**
Fredrica Alleyn is the pseudonym of an author who also writes crime and horror fiction. Her other titles include *Cassandra's Chateau* and *Dark Obsession*.
The Complete "Omaha" the Cat Dancer: Volume 7
Reed Waller, Kate Worley, James M. Vance, Denis Ki...

Summary
Omaha and Chuck have been reunited, but an ongoing murder investigation and a battle brewing over the fate of their beloved "A" Block ensures that the lives of the Mipple City gang remain as complicated as ever. This volume contains the final four episodes in the series' classic original run, in which sexual jealousy takes its toll on one relationship while the beautiful cat dancer gets a steamy New Year's Eve surprise she'll never forget. Concludes the material up to the new final story pre-serializing in Sizzle, collecting issues 21-24.

Contributor Bio
Burne Hogarth (Author):

---

4 Girlfriends Vol. 1
Attilio Gambedotti

Summary
The artist of the best-selling Room-Mates is back with a series of searing hot stories of four gorgeous girlfriends who aren't afraid to get their feet very wet. Gambedotti's talent at depicting irresistibly cute girls with curvy figures in the abandon of ecstasy only gets better with this new series.

Contributor Bio
Attilio Gambedotti is a contributor to Kiss magazine.
Dances with Werewolves
Niki Flynn, Ramsey Campbell

Summary
Niki Flynn is a young woman on a journey into the dark heart of her own sexual fantasies. She is regularly restrained, spanked, caned, and whipped in the most notorious adult films of modern times—and she doesn't do it for financial gain or because she's a masochist. Niki Flynn makes extreme adult movies because of her curious and profound love of surrender and punishment. Her desires are all about authority and power in situations where she has none, where she is at the mercy of others who lack just that. And for the thrill of dread, anticipation, and the euphoria that follows when she admires the marks from the headmaster's cane or the pirate's whip, Niki Flynn is willing to endure torment. Flown to the secretive underground world of taboo filmmaking, this strange art has led her all over the world. From schoolgirl canings in England to spankings in California, from a Stasi interrogation in Germany to a forced haircut in Prague, Niki Flynn progressed to her darkest role ever—in Bratislava, where she danced with the fiercest werewolves of all.

Contributor Bio
Niki Flynn has made eight full-length films and more than 80 short features and photosets for British, American, Czech, and German companies. She is the only western woman to have acted in the notorious corporal punishment movies produced by Lupus Pictures in Prague. Ramsey Campbell is an author of horror fiction, including Alone with the Horrors, The Overnight, and Silent Children.

The Honey Lickers Sorority: Vol. 1
Christian Zanier

Summary
Tammy is one bombshell of a girl, BWOC (Big Woman on Campus). And by big, we don't just mean tits. We mean hung big. On campus, she rises to lead a whole new sorority of sex where the hazing tests your capacity for sexual abandon...This one is all sex, no violence.

Contributor Bio
Burne Hogarth (Author) :
**The Erotic Art of "Omaha" Artist Reed Waller**
Reed Waller

**Summary**
This collection of pin-ups, studies, sexy sketches and raunchy comics brings out the beauty of Waller's erotic art. The cream of the crop! A mouth-watering treat, not offered widely, includes a color comics section.

**Contributor Bio**
Burne Hogarth (Author):

---

**Banana Games Vol. 3**
*Once Upon a Time...*
Christian Zanier

**Summary**
Alex and Simone have a bare moment's respite in Las Vegas with a third-leg-hung trannie before all hell breaks loose with some seriously weird killers of all stripes and denominations. Photo-realistic art that will, um, blow you away!

**Contributor Bio**
Burne Hogarth (Author):
**Pillow Fight**
Brandon Graham

**Summary**
Poor Jem. She got caught by her parents doing the naughty. Big time naughty. So now she's banned to a big gloomy school for naughties, but, boy, what goes down there would make her parents' heads spin! She's finding it hard to resist, especially when her room-mate, Deforest K-Y, known as Bones, is a beautiful steamy teen blonde.

**Contributor Bio**
Burne Hogarth (Author):

---

**The Complete "Omaha" the Cat Dancer: Volume 5**
Reed Waller, Kate Worley

**Summary**
In the latest volume of the acclaimed adults-only graphic novel, Chuck struggles to go on without Omaha, while the beautiful cat dancer struts her stuff in a small Wisconsin town and the voluptuous CeeCee enters her life. These four classic episodes track the Mipple City gang through bedrooms, boardrooms and strip clubs as new relationships emerge and the mystery of who killed Senator Bonner deepens. Collects issues 14-17.

**Contributor Bio**
Burne Hogarth (Author):
**Big Apple Shorts**
Cornell Clarke

**Summary**
Go behind the scenes to the torrid office affairs in those big towers or the multicultural sexual melting pot that only the Big Apple can offer and all its pulse-racing impromptu encounters!

**Contributor Bio**
Cornell Clarke is an erotic graphic artist and the author of The Diary of Molly Fredrickson series. He lives in New York City.

---

**The Complete "Omaha" the Cat Dancer: Volume 3**
Reed Waller, Kate Worley, James M. Vance

**Summary**
In the latest volume of the acclaimed adults-only graphic novel, Chuck struggles to go on without Omaha, while the beautiful cat dancer struts her stuff in a small Wisconsin town and the voluptuous CeeCee enters her life. These four classic episodes track the Mipple City gang through bedrooms, boardrooms and strip clubs as new relationships emerge and the mystery of who killed Senator Bonner deepens. Collects issues 14-17.

**Contributor Bio**
Burne Hogarth (Author) :
The Complete "Omaha" the Cat Dancer: Volume 2
Reed Waller, Kate Worley

Summary
In the latest volume of the acclaimed adults-only graphic novel, Chuck struggles to go on without Omaha, while the beautiful cat dancer struts her stuff in a small Wisconsin town and the voluptuous CeeCee enters her life. These four classic episodes track the Mipple City gang through bedrooms, boardrooms and strip clubs as new relationships emerge and the mystery of who killed Senator Bonner deepens. Collects issues 14-17.

Contributor Bio
Burne Hogarth (Author):

Banana Games Vol. 2
Christian Zanier

Summary
Alex and Simone have a bare moment's respite in Las Vegas with a third-leg-hung trannie before all hell breaks loose with some seriously weird killers of all stripes and denominations. Photo-realistic art that will, um, blow you away!

Contributor Bio
Burne Hogarth (Author):
**Stainless Ladies**
Didier Carré

**Summary**
On page after page of this book, beautiful, elegant women are portrayed in black-and-white photos that are stylish, graceful, and at the same time delightfully explicit. Artful and sophisticated, this collection is also erotic and tantalizing.

---

**Kristina: Queen of Vampires - Chapter I**
Frans Mensink

**Summary**
Kristina is a powerful vampire with unquenchable lust, and not just for blood! She wakes back up in our age and quickly commandeers a man or two as hypnotized subjects for blood and raunchy lust! An X-rated Vampirella beautifully painted.

**Contributor Bio**
Burne Hogarth (Author):
The Complete "Omaha" the Cat Dancer: Volume 1
Reed Waller, Kate Worley, James M. Vance

Summary
The best-selling classic of erotic comics that made the bridge from the undergrounds to today is back in a complete reprint of the full extent of the spicy saga with an all-new final story in the making with script by James Vance which will be pre-serialized in Sizzle magazine. Omaha is remarkable in that it blends intelligent and captivating story with well-rounded funny animal characters as well as totally guilt-free joyously rendered sex! This volume brings back the very first stories of the ground-breaking series. Look for a new volume every 3 months.

Contributor Bio
Burne Hogarth (Author):

Girl: The Second Coming - Vol. 3
Kevin J. Taylor

Summary
Exhausted from her trips in time, Jaleira (Girl) takes care of her thriving business in the Big Apple. She and her model sister La work out their bad blood, the family all seems to be clicking but someone is preparing a sinister showdown. All throughout, Jaleira, La, friends and even Jill mix it up heavy and raw!

Contributor Bio
One of America's leading authors of erotic comics, Taylor brings real storytelling and a sense of sexual freedom as embodied by his liberated and self-assertive main character, Girl (Jaleira Dane).
Casa Howhard: Vol. 3
Roberto Baldazzini

Summary
Angela has an unusual affliction: her nips have become enormous while her dick is shrinking! She has to drop out of the Casa Howhard competition for most beautiful chick with a dick. Sylvia ends up going for the top Prize in Angela’s stead. The friction of the competition is getting them both angry, hot and bothered! Will the beautiful hung girls keep their passion for each other? The outrageous kitsch continues!

Contributor Bio
Roberto Baldazzini is a graphic artist and the author of the Bayba series.

The Diary of Molly Fredrickson: Peanut Butter - Vol. 2 (Full Color)
Cornell Clarke

Summary
Molly has now graduated high school and is about to start college but she has that summer in between, the best time to let go and get wild! She gets to play in her very own Manhattan apartment for the summer every which way. Her and her buxom naughty pal get it on with plenty of hot dudes and girls, including debauching an Asian girl, and using some unbelievably huge toys to stretch all openings to the limit!

Contributor Bio
Cornell Clarke is an erotic graphic artist and the author of Big Apple Shorts. He lives in New York City.
The Diary of Molly Fredrickson: Peanut Butter - Vol. 1
Cornell Clarke

Summary
Now in full color! Catholic high school senior Molly runs into a wild classmate that gets her into the hottest situations. Nothing like spreading peanut butter on the right spots, doing it in the school bathroom, getting instructed in oral for the very first time, even getting the strict head nun at their school to lift her robe in a trance for an all-out anal blasting orgy for graduation! Amerotica launches here another promising young artist with beautifully painted art.

Contributor Bio
Cornell Clarke is an erotic graphic artist and the author of Big Apple Shorts. He lives in New York City.

Piano Tuner: Vol. 1
Ignacio Noe

Summary
We follow the piano tuner into all sorts of different homes and situations with more than one bored housewife or such ready to have quite a few other instruments tuned up than just their piano! More raunchy fun by the bestselling artist.
**Girl: The Second Coming - Vol. 2**  
Kevin J. Taylor

**Summary**  
Girl's sexy saga in the realm of the occult.

---

**Girl: The Second Coming - Vol. 1**  
Kevin J. Taylor

**Summary**  
Ten years after her debut, Girl is back in a brand new four volume color series. She's just as sexy and lustful as ever, but has matured into a professional business woman. The first story picks up three years after "The Rule of Darkness" and Girl is at the top of her game. High society, fame and wealth takes her into new adventures with old friends and new. She's also acquired the power of sorcery and she's had to learn to be careful how she wields it, especially against those who just can't resist pissing her off. The issue also introduces Girls' mega-club 'Girl World', as well as new adversaries, and ends with Girl witnessing a moment in history that changed the entire planet.

**Contributor Bio**  
One of America's leading authors of erotic comics, Taylor brings real storytelling and a sense of sexual freedom as embodied by his liberated and self-assertive main character, Girl (Jaleira Dane).
**Girl: Body Heat**  
The Erection Collection  
Kevin J. Taylor

**Summary**  
This collection brings the best stories Taylor has done all in one juicy volume! Includes stories with Girl, Boy Blue and Marty and many other goodies as well as a number of new ones as yet unseen! Girl is an adventurous, fun-loving, lusciously built strip dancer with a fascination for the occult. The demons she manages to conjure up may be good dirty fun but are also rather dangerous.

**Contributor Bio**  
One of America's leading authors of erotic comics, Taylor brings real storytelling and a sense of sexual freedom as embodied by his liberated and self-assertive main character, Girl (Jaleira Dane).

---

**Attractive Forces**  
Robert Edison Sandiford, Justin Norman

**Summary**  
You're at a party and your eyes meet, attraction is instant, so hot, the adrenaline spreading throughout your body, the need to explore that connection immediate... Three erotic stories intelligently but intensely exploring black and inter-racial relationships.

**Contributor Bio**  
Burne Hogarth (Author):

---